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ABSTRACT 

AUTHOR: Nelson P, Gonovcr, LTC, CE 
FORMAT: Case Study 
DATE: 8 March 1973    PACES: 55        CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified 
TITLE: The Lines of Communication Program in Vietnam 

This highway construction program is investigated to outline its devel- 
opment from a low-level nation "building effort under USAID to a fully coor- 
dinated program involving US contractors, SEABEES, Army engineers, ARVN 
engineers, other allies, and local contractors. The control of the program 
in Vietnam is followed as it progressed from USAID to the Construction 
Directorate, MACV. The basic LOG funding decision in Washington is covered. 
The construction agencies are enumerated but detailed work assignments are 
not. The principal accomplishments of the LOG Program are discussed. The 
conclusions of the study are» (l) earlier designation of a single manager 
would increase effectiveness, (2) the designation of DOD construction agents 
worldwide Is beneficial, and (3) the final worth of the prograjn largely 
depends on the GVN's future actions. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Armies have followed roads, and roads armies,  throughout 

history.    Even when the military forces supplied themselves almost 

entirely off the land,  the well-used trails of trade generally 

provided the easiest and most direct routes to the populous cultural 

centers which were the natural targets of conquest,    With the advent 

of more sophisticated military equipment, most notably the cannon, 

a road net that would support the movement of such equipment became 

even more important.    Indeed,  because roads were so necessary,  those 

military  leaders who were able to manage an approach where there 

were none frequently gained the advantage of complete surprise, 

simply because their enemies assumed no such approach was feasible. 

Armies have long been builders as well as users of roads.    Most 

often these have been only temporary, to speed the movement of men 

and materiel and to facilitate the continued support required for 

military operations.    But some have been much more permanent;  sections 

of highways built by the Romans following their conquest of Gaul and 

Britain survived as the only paved routes in Europe until the end 

of the seventeenth century. 

World War II provides two important examples of military road 

construction.    The Alcan Highway was an impressive project undertaken 

shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor focused attention on the 

possible Japanese threat to the Aleutians and Alaska,    In January 

19^2, President Franklin D. Roosevelt asked Secretaries of War and 
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and Navy, Henry L. Stimson and Franklin Knox, and Secretary of the 

Interior, Harold L. Iekes, to study the need for a highway to Alaska, 

In mid-February a two-stage program was approved to construct a 1500 

mile highway, with thp initial pioneer road to be opened by Army 

engineers and the follow-up improvements and paving to be done by 

civilian contractors. The main effort started after the spring thaw 

and by June more than 10,000 engineer troops were on the job. By 

20 November the pioneer road was open for traffic from the Dawson 

Greek railhead in British Columbia to Big Delta near Fairbanks, a 

distance of some 1^50 miles. Civilian contractors took over the task 

in the summer of 19^3 and began the finishing work which established 

the Alcan Highway as a permanent land route to Alaska, used continu- 

2 
ously through the present day. 

A second prime example was the Ledo Road,  constructed as a supply 

route to support General Chiang Kai-shek's forces in southern China. 

This mission consisted of building a military road from Ledo in 

northeast India through the dense jungles of Burma to intersect the 

ancient Burma Road leading to the Chinese city of Wanting,    The road 

construction was ordered by Lieutenant Genera], Joseph W,  Stllwell 

on 29 October 19^2, and was actually begun in early December by US 

Army engineers working out of Ledo,    Building continued for two and 

one-half years,  suffering from the monsoon rains,  the pace of tactical 

operations,  and the varying relative priority given to the mission. 

However,  by June 19^5 a two-lane, all-weather track was open from 

Ledo all the way to Wanting.    During the course of this project, as 

many as 7,200 US Army engineer troops were committed to it;  they were 
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supported by up to 12,000 native laborers, although this number 

dropped off as the work progressed deeper into the jungles of Burma, 

Chinese Army engineer units were committed to limited sections of 

the Ledo Road and also upgraded the Burma Road to accept the military 

traffic. The ^78 mile stretch from ledo  to Bhamo where it intersected 

the Burma Road served no useful purpose after the defeat of the Jap- 

anese, and, without use or maintenance, it was soon reclaimed by the 

3 
jungle.-' 

From the foregoing discussion, despite its brevity, it is evident 

that armies long have been associated with road building, and that 

the military forces of the United States have had both significant 

and relatively recent experience in major highway projects which in- 

volved working with contractors, indigenous laborers, and engineers 

of other armies. What, then, is unique about the Lines of Communica- 

tion (LOG) Program in Vietnam? 

Obviously this program was subject to the specific parameters of 

location and time. But it also involved an unusually large number of 

US and foreign construction agencies and its funding drew upon an 

unprecedented number of budget categories. Moreover, it was under- 

taken for nation building purposes as well as for support of military 

activities, and it required a degree of permanence seldom demanded 

of construction by military engineers. Therefore, as were so many 

of our experiences in the protracted and difficult involvement in 

Vietnam, the LOG Program was indeed unique, and because of the par- 

ticular aspects mentioned it is worthy of examination. 
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff define lines of communication as "all 

the routes, land, water, and air, which connect an operating force 

with a base of operations and along which supplies and military forces 

move."  In Vietnam there was great emphasis on aerial resupply, 

especially for US forces. Many airfields, both permanent and tem- 

porary, were built, but these were undertaken as individual projects 

or as combat support tasks. For this paper, the discussion of Lines 

of Communication Is restricted to surface transportation routes, and 

in particular highways. 

The basic elements of this study will be discussions of the 

background leading to the decision to embark on a major LOG program, 

the management system and funding set up to control and support that 

program, and the different agencies involved in its execution. The 

most important accomplishments of the program will be described, but 

the specific task assignments and achievements of the several con- 

structing units will not be discussed in depth. Such details are 

available in unit after-action reports, and examples of specific 

construction problems and their solutions have been written up in 

various military and engineering professional journals. 

The principal method of data collection was the reading of files 

and documents available in the Army War College Library, the Office 

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (installations and Logistics) 

[0ASD(l&L)], The Construction Division of the Naval Facilities Engi- 

neering Command, and the Office of the Chief of Engineers. These 

files, particularly the records available from the öASI){l&h),  re- 

flected the maturing of the LOC Program from its earliest stages 
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under the US Agency for international Development (USAID) to a fully 

coordinated program under the control of the Director of Construction, 

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MAGV), Where there appeared 

to be particular holes in the available records of this transition, 

an attempt was made to fill these gaps by interviewing people who 

handled, or were responsible for, the actions at the time they took 

place either in Washington or Vietnam, 

?he scope of the research for this paper precluded following up 

on numerous leads which conceivably might have been pursued} however, 

an attempt was made to trace a reasonably complete sequence of events, 

using those sources which were most accessible. It is apparent from 

the decreasing availability of office files in üASD(l&L) that re- 

search on this subject will become much harder as time passes. For 

example, the files of back-channel messages for I967 and 1968 had 

been destroyed and, according to long-time personnel in 0ASD(l&L), 

those riies would have provided the best documentation of the growth 

of the IDC  Program. 



GHAPTEn  I 

FOOTNOTES 

1.    "Roads and Highways," Encyclopedia Britannica (1969), 
Vol.  19, p. 368. 

2. Karl C.  Dod,  "The Corps of Engineers:    The War Against 
Japan" in United States Army in World War II.  Vol.  6, Pt.  6,  Vol.  2, 
pp. 299-339. 

3. Ibid.,  pp. ^05^70,  663. 

k,    US Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary 
of Military and Associated Terms, p. 176. 
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heavy loads to which they were subjected following the build-up of 

US forces. 

EARLY US HIGHWAY ASSISTANCE 

The earliest US efforts to upgrade the highway system in South 

Vietnam were begun in 1955, were funded under the Foreign Aid Program, 
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CHAPTIE II 

CTÜLUTION—LAGGING UP 
ON A COORDINATED PROGRAM 

The highway network in Vietnam was constructed under the French 

colonial government prior to World War II.    The main national routes 

consisted of marginally-designed, narrow, bituminous-surfaced roads 

suitable to the light and intermittent traffic of that period.    Even 

so, the establishment of this highway system was no mean feat because 

the Vietnamese countryside itself presented formidable obstacles. 

There were steep grades and rugged terrain to be overcome in the high- 

lands,  endless rice paddies in the Mekong Delta, and throughout the 

country the monsoon rains made earthwork and paving largely Imprac- 

tical for at least four months a year.    The Initial construction was 

adapted to t e riaterials, equipment, and technical capabilities 

available,    There were no compaction standards required.    The road 

foundation was generally hand-laid Telford base or a single-graded 

stone laid directly over the subgrade material which had been com- 

pacted in place.      These bases, combined with a light, penetration- 

macadam surfacing, were satisfactory for the traffic conditions in 

Vietnam before World War II, bt't were completely inadequate for the 



and were handled by the Public Works Division of the US Operations 

Mission (USOM),    This deliberate and low-level endeavor faced an 

appalling task.    In 195? a United Nations Economic Survey Mission 

to Vietnam reported: 

Nine years of war had almost destroyed the country's 
highway network by the time of the French withdrawal 
and ceasefire in 195^.    Long stretches were practically 
impassable to automobile traffic due to the invading 
growth of jungle and wartime destruction of pavement, 
leaving only ruts and mud,     ,   ,   .    In 195^ approximately 
two-thirds of QL-1 between Saigon and Hue was impassable 
to motor traffic. 

Two US contractors played the major role in the rebuilding 

directed first by USOM and later by USAID,    Capital Engineering 

Corporation provided engineering design and inspection services in 

Vietnam from 1955 through 1962,    Johnson,  Drake and Piper performed 

specified highway construction work from 1957 through 1961, building 

or improving over 350 kilometers of national highway.    Both of these 

contractors had departed by I962 as the security situation in South 

Vietnam deteriorated,    In an attempt to establish an indigenous 

construction and maintenance capability, as they completed their 

work Johnson,   Drake and Piper turned over about 2000 major items of 

equipment to the Republic of Vietnam (RVN)f    Some building was 

carried on after the departure of the US contractors.    From I96I 

through 196^,  Vietnamese contractors working for the Director Gen- 

eral of Highways (DGOH) in the Vietnamese Ministry of Public Works 

performed rehabilitation work which primarily consisted of the con- 

struction of '+4 bridges on QL-1 and QL-l^,    However, as the security 

situation continued to worsen, effective work on restoring the 

highway system also declined, and by 196^ the American support of 
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this effort  had dwindled to a staff of two direct-hire US civilians 

and two contract technicians in the Roads Branch, Public Works Divi- 

sion of USOM. Nor did tne equipment left behind by the US contractor 

materially contribute to a lasting Vietnamese construction or main- 

tenance capability, because few repair parts and no maintenance 

support were left with the equipment to keep it operational, The 

central equipment shop under the DG01I was filled with unusable and 

deteriorating machinery. 

Between 1955 and 190+ the United States had contributed over $5? 

million for the development, improvement, and maintenance of Vietna- 

mese roads. Although the overall highway system was not appreciably 

improved by this investment, some specific accomplishments did prove 

useful to the growing US presence in Vietnam. Route 1A from Saigon 

to Bien Hoa had been completely rebuilt and was capable of carrying 

the high volume of heavy traffic to which that area was subjected 

after 196^, QL-19 from Qui Nhon to Pleiku had been upgraded prior 

to 1961 and this facilitated support of the US forces which later 

3 
operated in tne Central Highlands, 

THB EFFORT OUTGROWS USAID 

As the American military assistance to the Republic of Vietnam 

increased after 196^, so was there a corresponding revival of support 

provided by USATT), To promote the logical rehabilitation and devel- 

opment of the RVN road network, a contract study of the Vietnamese 

highway system was undertaken for the Government of Vietnam (GVIJ) 

and USAID by Transportation Consultants, Inc. of Washington, D,G. 
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This evaluation was published in June 1966 and showed the magnitude 

of disrepair of the road network, as well as the Vietnamese govern- 

ment forces'  complete loss of capability to cope with the problem, 

Gonsiatenb with USAJD's plr'iosophy of long ran^e planning,  the study 

recommended a post-war effort v,hich would include reconstructing 

major national highways tc provide an adequate road net  through the 

Central Highlands and to connect that area to the coast and to Saigon; 

upgrading QL-4 to provide faster-than-water transportation for the 

Delta from Saigon to My  Pho and later to San Thoj and providing a 

dependable and efficient truck link between Saigon,  Dalat, and the 

coastal towns of Phan Rang and Nha Trang,    It also recommended t!iat 

more rigorou« design standards be used so that i^econstructed hig'aways 

k could withstand modern traffic loads,      The study gave a logical 

priority for post-war nation building, but it was invalid for the 

existing circumstancer> because it did not foresee (nor,  indeed, did 

most other agencies) the extent or duration of the military involvement. 

As the build-up of US forces in Vietnam began,  contractor and 

troop construction efforts were largely directed toward upgrading 

ports and establishing logistic facilities,  operating bases, and air- 

fields,    funding and support for RVN per se    continued to be provided 

by USAID.    It soon became apparent,  however,  that the roads being 

funded under USAID had strategic military value, and,  in order to 

overcome USAID"s monetary limitations,  the AID/DUD Realignment Pro- 

gram was conceived in I966.    Under this program the Department of 

Defense (DUD) funded certain USAID projects which were  clearly war- 

related or which incurred more  than fifty per cent of their cost as 

10 
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the result of hostile action,    A number of the hißhway developnent 

projects met the criterion of being essential to military operations 

and were already being worked on by military engineers.    They there- 

fore fell witnin the scope of AID/BOD realignment and an initial 

request of $10,7 million for DOD support of that realignment was 

included in the Fiscal Year 1968 military budget.    This $10,? million 

was funded in July I967 and by October an additional $35 million was 

requested and subsequently approved fcr that same program, ^    As a 

consequence,  by late I967 the highway program was being supported at 

levels that USATD had never anticipated,  and that agency was not 

equipped to effect the rapid emplacement of so much effort, 

GRCHTH OF A G0HTRAGT0H CAPABILITY 

The US Navy's Bureau of Yards and Docks (BuDocks),  which in 1966 

was renamed the Naval ''acilitles Engineering Command,  was the desig- 

nated agent for the Department of Defense to handle contract con- 

struction in Southeast Asia.    BuDocks had established an Officer in 

Charge of Construction (OIGG^ in 3aigon to manage the work in Vietnam. 

Tn early 1965, as it became apparent to BuDocks that major construction 

would be involved in an area where hostile action could negate normal 

contracting procedures,  an arrangement was made with two US-based 

International construction and engineering firms to undertake, as a 

joint venture,  construction work in Vietnam on a cost plus award fee 

(GPAF) basis.    These firms,  Haymond International,  Inc. and Morrison- 

Knudsen International Co.,  Inc.,  became known in Vietnam as RKK,    As 

the volume of work became greater RMK associated with Brown and Root, 
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Ine, and J, A, Jones Construction Company to create RMK-BRJ, 

RMK-BRJ brought vast experience and resources to bear on the 

pressing construction needs caused by the build-up of US military 

forces in Vietnam, As previously stated, the principal efforts of 

this organization were initially directed toward the construction 

of ports, logistic facilities, base camps and headquarters, and per- 

manent airfields. In describing the work of RMK-BRJ, Major General 

D, A, Raymond, a former MAGV Director of Construction, stated; 

The U.S. Government purchased capability rather than a 
series of specific projects when it signed the GPAF 
contract, , , , [it was] competitive with , . , normal 
bidding procedures. Mobilization costs and lead time 
[under normal procedures] , . , would have prevented 
timely aucoraplishment of the , , , mission. The CPAF 
contract has been a unique experiment in U.S. military 
historyj it has been highly successful on balance," 

By mid-1969, the contractor had accomplished the major portion 

of the critical construction, and contract manpower and equipment 

were becoming availible for other projects. The alternative of a 

7 
partial demobilization of RMK-BRJ resources was considered,    but not 

acted upon, 

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION UNITS 

As the build-up of US and other free world forces occurred in 

Vietnam,  the military engineering capability inherent in a balanced 

mix of troop units grew as well.    The first thrust of this military 

engineering capability was chiefly directed toward support of combat 

operations and the construction required by the heavy influx of troops. 

The US Marines in the I Corps area were accompanied by Naval Construc- 
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tlon Rattalions  (SEABEES) and US Army forces were accompanied by 

engineer combat and construction battalions an well as the divi- 

sional engineer units,     In early 1966,  there were five SEABEE 

battalions,  and,   in addition to the three Army divisional units, 

seven Army combat engineer battalions plus five construction engineer 

battalions.    This strength grew at the rate of approximately one en- 

gineer battalion per month for the next year. 

The combination of this rise in military construction capability 

and the concurrent availability of resources furnished by Ht'iK-BRJ 

lead MACV in March 1966 to form a new staff section—the Construction 

Directorate,,    The first MACV Director of Construction (MACDC) was 

Brigadier General Carroll H,  Dunn.    He began to coordinate the total 

military construction effort,  including the work of RMK-BRJ admini- 

stered and controlled by the OIGG.    Troop strength continued to swell, 

and by mid-1967 there were eight SEABSE battalions and twenty-four 

Army combat and  construction engineer battalions In the non-divisional 
8 

engineer groups. 

This expanding construction capability was responsive to the 

needs of the fighting forces.    As port and logistic facilities were 

completed,   roads began to be the choke point in the movement of sup- 

plies to the forward bases,  and consequently road improvements and 

rehabilitation were undertaken as required combat support tasks with- 

out regard to USAID's long range development aims.    However,  the 

planning of the U3AID program had secured,  for example,  bridging 

material which in some instances was needed by troop units for the 

immediate repair of the highways.    As an increasing number of such 
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situations occurred,  implementation of USAID's rf;oals and the re- 

quirements for support of combat operations Inevitably bef;an to 

intermesh. 
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CHAPTER TI 

FOOTNOTES 

1. US Military Assistance Command,  Vietnam, A Study of the 
Organization and Operation of the Highway Program in the Republic 
of Vietnam,  p. A-l-17 (hereafter referred to a.s "MAGV Highway Study"). 

2. Ibid.,   p.  A-l-9. 

3. Ibid.,  pp. A-l-1—A-l-16. 

4. Ibid.,  pp. A-l-2^—A-l-25. 

5. US Navy Facilities Engineering Command, unofficial office 
record entitled,   "The LOG Story," p.  2, 

6. MACV Highway Study,  p.  8. 

7. US Army Engineer Command, Vietnam (Provisional), Operational 
Report-Lessons Learned (RCS CSFQR-65) for Quarterly Period Ending 30 
April 1967,  p.   15,   CONFIDENTIAL. 

8. US Army Chief of Engineers, unofficial office record entitled, 
"Kngineer Units and Commanders in Vietnam," not paged. 
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CHAP™ TU 

TUE GENESIS OF THE LOO PROGBAM 

The Intezroeshing of USA ID responsibility for long range highway 

development and the requirement for Immediate combat support con- 

struction on some oC those r>ame highways was not the only factor 

leading toward a combined lines of Gommunlnation program.    The US 

effort in Vietnam long hart been recognized as more than a purely 

military onej it war; necessary to support the GVN-sponsored pacifi- 

cation aims as well.    The activities Cfi.ntributing to pacification 

programs became known as Revolutionary Development Support, 

Rven before the Influx of military forces, the civilian staffs 

under the US Chief of Mission to Vietnam started to expand, and sub- 

stantial Increases in the USAID, US Information Agency, and the Office 

of the Special Assistant to the Ambassador in Saigon had occurred by 

1965, That growth, plus the burgeoning military effort under Head- 

quarters, MAGV and the necessity to provide coordinated support for 

the revolutionary development program, generated the formation of 

the Office of Civil Operations (OGO), This office, working under 

the Ambassador, provided a single manager for all civilian advisory 

and assistance projects of the US Government in Vietnam. 0C0 was 

established in November L966, and was heaied by a Deputy Chief of 

Mission, Thus, American cunstruction activities In Vietnam were 

divided between two princioal groups: the civilian agencies under 

the direction of DCO, and the military forces under MAGV, The problem 

of coordinating this military and civilian support to i;he GVN remained, 
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THE FORMATION OF CORD;-: 

On 11 May 196? the Ambassador to RVN, Ellsworth Bunker,  directed 

that civil and military revolutionary development advice and support 

be unified under MACV,    A new organisation to accomplish this merger 

was formed in late May of that year and was named Civil Operations 

and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS),    Ambassador Robert W, 

Komer was appointed Deputy to the Commanding General of MACV for 

CORDS.    The new staff agency which was set up in MACV combined per- 

sonnel from 0C0 and the I'ACV personnel previously assigned to the 

2 
military portion of revolutionary development support.      The assump- 

tion by MACV of the CORDS responsibility actually brought USAID's 

highway program under military supervision although the program 

continued an a nation building effort nominally under USAID funding 

and management.    MACV's expanded authority also clearly illustrated 

that,  by the simple weight of their presence, the increasing military 

forces in Vietnam would assume prominence over all other US agencies 

in country. 

The transfer of authority for the highway construction program 

was,  in a number of ways,  merely a tailoring of function to fit the 

facts,    As discussed in Chapter II, the military requirement for a 

usable road network had been officially recognized by the original 

request for AID/DOD realignment funds.    Although the first of these 

funds were not available until 1 July 196?, the request for them had 

been initiated in late 1966 when General William C, Westmoreland, 

the Commander, US Military Assistance Command,  Vietnam (COMUSMACV) 
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dirvcted military units to begin road work.    As th« number of 

engineer battalions in Vietnam grew the work done on highway re- 

habilitation also intensified.    In a quarterly report for the period 

ending 30 April 196?,  the newly-formed Engineer Command discussed a 

"Joint US-Vietnamese program to upgrade roads throughout the republic," 

and stated that Engineer Command had planned and initiated an "LOC 

upgrade program to pursue the goals of the Combined Campaign Plan- 

1967."3 

The formation of CORDS apparently did bring about improved co- 

ordination in the work being accomplished on the highways.    The next 

Engineer Command quarterly report indicated that "MPW [_Vietnamese 

Ministry of Public Works],  ARVM Engineer, AID,  CURDS,  and Engineer 

Command are working jointly to make most efficient use" of available 

road construction materials and effort.      The increase in AID/DOT 

realignment funds was requested four months after CORDS was formed. 

Standards for highway construction were formulated and published in 

MAGV Directive 415-6 dated 19 September I967, 

Another result of bringing USAID highway projects under MACV 

was that a special study group was formed in the CORDS/MACV staff 

which published Its report in October I967.    This report reviewed 

the previous studies made on RVN highways and analyzed the efforts 

then being expended on the program.    It pulled together the informa- 

tion that,  in addition to the AID/DUD realignment funds,  monies 

authorized for Military Construction (MILCON) for both Army and Navy, 

Operations and Maintenance for both Army and Navy, Other Procurement 

Navy, and the Military Assistance Program had been applied to highway 
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5 
construction.      The study was quite thorough and It. contained a 

It also stated: 

The biggest US problem is that of funding,    A larger 
proportion of the LGPAF] contractor's force is avail- 
able (or can be readily augmented) for highway con- 
struction,    A potential capability of placing up to 
$100 million worth of contract work per year appears 
feasible.6 

With the steering committee's approval the study was briefed to Gen- 

eral Westmoreland, COMUSMACV,  in late November 196?,    He gave 

permission for the study to be presented to Ambassador Bunker and 

his country team,  but this second briefing did not take place until 

raid-February I968. 

GEKCOM IS FORMü;]) 

One of the early effects of the study was a recognition of the 

multiplicity of agencies involved in planning, maintaining, and 

19 

number of specific conclusions and recommendations. The basic 

conclusion was that major construction and/or rehabilitation were 

beyond the existing Vietnamese capabilities | the basic recommenda- 

tion was that, for the immediate future, this restoration and new 

construction be accomplished oy US forces. 

The study was reviewed and approved by a steering committee, 

made up of personnel from USAID, CORDS, and HACV Construction Direc- 

torate, The steering committee concluded: 

The solution to the urgent requirement for rehabili- 
tating the RVN highway system is to appropriate the 
necessary funds, and to bring the same American con- 
struction power to bear on this program which has 
proved successful elsewhere. 



bullding LOC's.    It was acknowledged that coordination between these 

agencies was inadequate and that there was overlapping of programs 

and duplication of work,    MAGV's Vietnanese counterpart,  the Joint 

General Staff,  decided (in conjunction with MAGV) to consolidate all 

MG-related tasks and implement a unified program.    On 1 November 

1967 the combined Central Highway and Waterway Committee (CENGOM) 

8 
was established,      CBNCOM was comprised of representatives from MAGV, 

RVN Armed Forces, USATD,  DGOH,  and the Vietnamese Director of Navi- 

gation,     It designated ^075 kilometers of the national and inter- 

provincial highway network as being essontial to the military effort 

as well as important to pacification, although this work was initially 

envisioned as deliberately staged construction lasting through 197^« 

CENGOM predicated the objectives of the LOG Program as threefold; 

to support tactical operations,   to accelerate the pacification process, 

and to stimulate economic development by improving local transpor- 
0 

tation, ' 

The immediate result of CENGOM's formation was to allow MAGV to 

begin effective coordination of US efforts and requirements with the 

long torm needs of the Vietnamese,    This capability improved as US 

military advisors were assigned to the DGOH highway regions through- 

out Vietnam,    CENGOM eventually expanded,  refined, and republished 

the construction standards for the LOG Program and these became the 

replacement fov MAGV Directive 415-6, 

ACTIONS  IN WASHINGTON 

At the same time the CORDS/MAGV study war, being briefed in Vietnam 
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Ambassador Komer,  the Deputy COMUSMAGV for CORDS, was in Washington 

pleading for support for critical pacification programs.    On 20 No- 

vember 1967 he presented to Secretary of Defense Robert N, McKamara 

a memorandum concerning crucial funding needs for these projects. 

The paper covered a number of points and stated that Ambassador Bunker 

and General Westmoreland concurred that the list represented minimum 

urgent requirements.    The first item addressed funding for mainten- 

ance and upgrading of roads and waterways, 

Selected LOC's are not only militarily essential 
(and can save airlift),  but are vital to pacifi- 
cation as well.    Only US and ARVN troops or the 
US contractor can do the job,    MAGV requires 133 
million for FY 68—only 40.9 million is available 
so far.    Our additional need is 2? million MI ICON 
and 35 million DOD/AID FY 68 realignment.    For 
FY 69 we need 130 million,    AID has no money. 
DOD is the only recourse. 

Handwritten on the margin of the memorandum is this terse note: 

Bob [Robert N, Anthony, Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Comptroller] & Tom [Thomas D,  Morris, ASD(l&L)l Can we 
get this 62 million additional for SVN for FY 68, 

[Signed]       RNM10 

Komer's request triggered a series of memorandums within the 

Defense Secretariat as well as messages back and forth from Vietnam, 

The additional $2? million in HILCON funds was promptly reprogrammed 

and made available,  but only about half the requested increase of 

$35 million in AIü/DOD realignment funds could be provided initially 

11 from Operations and Maintenance, Army (O&MA) contingency monies. 

Evidently, therefore, from late November 1967 the LOG Program 

was recognized by Washington as a distinct entity for funding pur- 

poses.    It was not always referred to as the LOG Program} j t was also 
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labeled as "highway construction" or "highway rehabilitation and 

maintenance,"   Appropriations requested from Congress in Fiscal Year 

1969 for funding of the highway program included $^5,0 million MILCON, 

$23.1 million AID/BOD realignment, $9.0 million Other Procurement, 

Navy (OPN), and $24.8 million 0&M,  for a total of more than $100 

million.    The approved funding levels and categories varied somewhat, 

but the LOG Program continued to be recognized as a specific program 

over the next several years.    By lc,)72 the military funding level, 

including AII)/D0D realignment,  had reached a cumulative total of 

12 approximately $450 million. 

MACDG ASSUMES THE PROGRAM 

The October I967 study of the highway program by the CORDS/HAGV 

staff apparently influenced Ambassador Bunker's actions even before 

he received his official briefing on the subject.    In a December 

I967 Mission Council meeting,  he ordered the transfer of the Civil 

Highway Advisory Function from USAID to MACV.    USAID somewhat prema- 

turely seemed to interpret that directive as an indication that Bunker 

had "shifted responsibility for the entire US road effort to MACV," 

but had  "requested AID help MACV shoulder the highway financing 

13 burden."        In any event,  the total transfer of responsibility was 

not long in coming.    The Ambassador and his country tearr. were briefed 

on the COHDS/MACV study in February 1968, about ten days after the 

major Tet offensive.    Bunker approved the recommendations of the 

study and specified that responsibility for support, planning, and 

advice for the entire highway effort he switched from USAID to the 
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MACV Director of Construction (MAGDG).    This was followed by a shift 

of the civilian personnel in the DGOH Advisory Group from U3AID to 

MAGDG. 

With these assets and some of his own military personnel,  the 

Director of Gonstruction, Brigadier General A,  P.  Rollins, Jr.,  set 

up the LOG Division as a separate element of his staff.    This office, 

headed by Golonel Gharles R.  Clark,   served as the focal point for 

the planning and execution of all programs for highways (by far the 

major portion of its work), waterways, railways and dredging.    It 

controlled these activities for the military services,  including 

14 
RMK-BRJ's work under the OTGG, and for USAID, CORDS, and the GVN. 

This responsibility for roads included the advisory effort to the 

DGOH and, through five field detachments, to the Highway District 

Offices at Da Nang, Hha Trang, Dalat, Saigon and Can Tho. 

The centrali7,Rd management of resources and capabilities r.oon 

began to show in a better controlled and more carefully managed pro- 

gram. Shortly after the LOG Division was formed, MACV directed that 

the construction program, because of its tactical and economic im- 

portance, be accelerated so that the majority of the rehabilitation 

would be accomplished by 1971. Working with CENGOM, the LOG Division 

reordered priorities within the approved program to designate 3539 

kilometers of highways for more rapid completion and to defer action 

15 
on the 536 kilometers of less essential roads.   To accomplish this 

intensified rate of construction numerous contractor-to-troop 

switches were made, particularly in areas of reduced securHyj con- 

versely, in some areas tne contractor paved over the Improved road 
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bed prepared by engineer troops. 

The increased planning capability showed in other ways as well. 

Improved cost estimates and cost accounting made funding,  if not 

easier,  at least more orderly.    Presented with a more cleai-ly de- 

fined program,  with more explicit construction standards,  tne OIOG 

was able to bring into Vietnam a very substantial architect-engineer 

capability to solve the design problems of this massive task.    Approx- 

imately fifteen US architect-engineer firms did design work for the 

OICG and almost all of them became involved in supporting LOC's, 

Their diverse and sophisticated skills ranged from development of 

a computerized program for bridge design using prestressed concrete 

beams to photop;rammetric design of highway layouts.    The architect- 

englneer effort grew as large as $15 million in design contracts 

16 
for 1Q6Q alone. 

Under the direction of the LOG Division,  the Delta Hock Agency 

was formed to provide a controlled flow of crushed rock to highway 

and other construction projects in the Mekong Delta,    This material 

is vital to road building and sources of rock in most regions of the 

Delta are non-existent.     Throughout the area of and adjacent to the 

Delta,  the Delta Rock Agency coordinated quarry operations with barge 

transportation to insure that crushed rock was delivered to off-load 

points convenient to the work sites.    The material thus supplied was 

essential to successful highway construction in the Delta, 

At the suggestion of the LOG Division,  Engineer Conmand made a 

study of the possible advantages of furnishing Army engineer units 

with specified items of high-capacity civilian construction equipment. 
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This study indicated that the use of such equipment would increase 

markedly the ability of troop units to build roads to the rigorous 

standards required for a permanent highway system.    The purchase of 

approximately 700 items of off-the-shelf civilian equipment with 

Military Construction, Army (MCA) funds designated for the LOG Pro- 

gram was approved for FY I969 and most of the equipment was in Vietnam 

by July I969.    This MCA/LOG (which was soon phonetically transposed 

to MAC/LOG) equipment provided a very real impetus to the construc- 

tion capability of the engineer units,  increasing monthly production 

17 of finished roads by as much as fifty per cent. 

Centralized management of the LOG Program under MAGDG permitted 

the shifting of resources to meet changing conditions.    In addition 

to the scheduled construction, damage caused by enemy action and 

monsoon weather required repair and maintenance work.    The flexi- 

bility inherent in the single-manager concept facilitated the use 

both of Vietnamese Army Engineer Construction Battalions and of 

Australian and Korean engineer resources when they became available, 

ARVN engineer units eventually accepted responsibility for 6?! kil- 

ometers of the program,    Australian engineers completed twelve 

kilometers of highway near Vung Tau and a Korean engineer unit did 
Ifl 

some base course construction on the North Saigon Bypass,   The 

value of this management flexibility became even more apparent when 

the US forces in Vietnam began to draw down. The LOG Division, 

working closely with the OIGC, supervised the transfer to Vietnamese 

and Korean contractors (with Vietnamese subcontractors) of sections 

of road originally assigned to US Army engineers. The dual purpose 
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of this action was to complete portions of the LOG Progran and to 

encourage development of an Indigenous contract construction capa- 

bility In Vietnam, 

Although the LOG Division of MAGDC monitored the waterway, 

dredging, and railroad construction in Vietnam, these elements were 

never included as a major part of the LOC PrcgraiB.    Dredging was 

considered an adjunct to port construction and maintenance projects 

and normally was not funded under LOG,    The restoration of the Viet- 

nam Railway System (VNRS) was basically regarded as a nation building 

project.    The VNRS had managed to maintain a small but effective 

national capacity to repair and construct railroads, and, wor';3?ig 

under USAID, by 1961 had opened the major rail line from Saigon to 

19 Hue,       However, as the security situation worsened after I96I much 

of this track was destroyed.    Although substantial sections of the 

railroad were reopened after 1967t no major funding or US military 

20 or contractor effort were expended on this system;      nonetheless, 

the VNRS still has the capability to reopen the railway on a delib- 

erate basis when security is once again restored. 

There is no single moment when the coordinated LOG Program was 

formally recognized.    Some sources date its origin as August 1966 

when the AID/DOB realignment concept was initiated and US forces in 

support of military operations started work on certain highways. 

In Washington, the highway construction effort obviously became ac- 

cepted as a program after November 196? when Ambassador Komer requested 

and obtained funding support from Secretary McNamara,    Certainly, 

there is no doubt that the LOG Program was officially acknowledged 
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by the time MACDC had assumed full responsibility for Its management 

and had formed a special staff section (the LOG Division) to plan, 

control, and coordinate It, The Integrated program made possible 

by the single-manager concept which was Implemented by MACDC (LOG 

Division) demonstrated its worth in the subsequent accomplishments 

in highway construction. 
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CHAPTER TV 

THE BUILDERS OF THE LOG 

The original US-sponsored work to rehabilitate  the Vietnamese 

highway system was done,  first under USOM and later USAID, as a 

deliberate nation building project.    But this early endeavor was 

largely negated by enemy action and heavy traffic before the Lines 

of Communication Program, as addressed in this paper, was initiated. 

With the beginning of massive US support to the Republic of Vietnam 

in I965 a diverse and very impressive construction capability was 

assembled in that country,     Much of that resource was eventually 

applied to the LOG Program,  and as the situation in Vietnam changed 

so did the role of the various construction agencies, 

OTGG AND RMK-BRJ 

Ap the representative of BuDocks,  the Department of Defense 

contract construction agent for Southeast Asia,   the OTGG in Saigon 

was one of the first agencies in Vietnam to feel the impact of the 

American build-up.    This office was manned by officers of the Navy's 

Civil Engineering Corps and a staff of professional  civilians. 

Throughout the swift expansion (and almost as rapid de-escalation) 

of the IIS involvement,  it maintained the ability to manage contract 

construction and design work in Vietnam,    The OIGG was represented 

throughout the country by his subordinate "residents" (ROTGG's) at 

each major job site.     The professionalism displayed by the central 

OTGG office and by the  junior officers acting as RCIGG's attested 
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to the high caliber of this oiKanizatlon, 

The chief construction agent acting under the OICC was the con- 

sortium of Raymond Morrison Knudsen—Brown Root Jones, By early 

1966 this contractor had established the capacity to accept jobs 

virtually anywhere In South Vietnam, Although the bulk of this con- 

tract effort was initially devoted to other projects, by early I968 

a substantial portion of RMK-BRJ's resources was being applied to 

LOG's. By mid-1969 this contractor was completing work-in-place on 

the program at the rate of more than six million dollars per month. 

The phase-dcwn of the contractor's capability roughly paralleled the 

military force withdrawal, and RM-BRJ had completely left Vietnam 

üj  30 Jline 197?-. From the Inception of the program through the com- 

pletion of their last assignment, RMK-BRJ finished Q90 kilometers 

of highways in Vietnam, from Da Nang in the north to Can Tho in the 

Delta. 

The consortium contributed more to the LOG Program than completed 

roads alone. The most difficult permanent bridges were normally as- 

signed to RMK-BRJ. They operated quarries and asphalt plants 

throughout the country and their very large quarry near Saigon wan 

a major supplier to the Delta Rock Agency. All of the prestressed 

concrete bridge beams and bridge piling used In the program were 

manufactured by this contractor. Moreover, In the course of all 

their construction work RMK-BRJ built up a legacy for Vietnam- 

thousands of Vietnamese nationals who had learned skills ranging 

from simple carpentry to the operation of complex machinery. 
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TOB SEABEBSS 

Tn addition to the OICC, a socond Navy asset applied to the LOG 

Program was its Construction Battalions, These SEABEES (CB's), who 

arrived in Vietnam in 196.5 with the US Marines, were assigned either 

to the ITT Marine Amphibious ?orce or to the 3^1 Naval Construction 

Brigade, At first they devoted most of their effort to base con- 

struction and combat support, but, with eight battalions in country, 

early in I96? they began to do a significant amount of read work. 

The maximum number of 3EABKE battalions in Vietnam at any one time 

was twelve in mid-1968, and at that time an estimated thirty per cent 

of their work was directed to the LOG Program, The level of effort 

and number of battalions tapered off in I969 and 1970 as major por- 

tions of the highways in the I Gorps Zone were finished, Eveiy 

battalion of SEABEES on active duty participated in the program as 

2 
the units rotated through their service in Vietnam,  The SEABEES* 

assignment in the LOG Program was the northernmost sector, consisting 

of 303 kilometers of road north of Ghu Lai, They were the first 

3 
agency to complete their portion of the program, 

US ARM? BNGINEERG 

Army engineer units arrived in country with the commitment of 

regular US Army units in I965. The most visible early efforts of 

the non-divisional engineer units were the construction of depot 

areas and facilities such as Long 3inh and Cam Ranh Bay and forward 

base areas and airfields nuch as An Khe, Lai Khe, and Gu Ghi, all 
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of which contained internal road nets.    Alongside the divisional 

engineer units, these non-divisional engineers provided combat sup- 

port and in that vein repaired and opened such roads as were necessary 

to military operations.    With the decision to request AID/DOU realign- 

ment funding a concerted effort on selected highways was begun,  but 

this was in fact aimed at that work inquired for the support and 

effective resupply of combat units.    The highway construction work 

steadily grew in magnitude as logistic facilities were completed and 

as the number of engineer battalions in Vietnam increased. 

By the time of the official recognition of the IOC Program under 

MAGDC in early I968 the US Army engineers were organized under the 

US Army Engineer Command, Vietnam,    Engineer Command controlled two 

brigades.    The 18th Engineer Brigade was responsible for all Army 

engineer work uorth of the Il/lII Corps boundary and controlled the 

35th Engineer Group (Construction),  the 45th Engineer Group (Con- 

struction), and the 937th Engineer Group (Combat),    TYs 20th Engineer 

Brigade was responsible for all military engineer work in the III 

and IV Corps areas and controlled the 3^th Engineer Group (Construc- 

tion),  the 79th Engineer Group (Construction), and the 159th Engi- 

neer Group (Construction).    At the peak of their strength in late 

1968 and early I969»  these two brigades contained a total of 28 

engineer battalions in addition to the seven engineer battalions 

organic tc the US divisions in Vietnam.      The entire personnel 

strength of the Engineer Command rose to a high of about 33»000 men. 

Nearly half this .lumber were directly involved in the LOC Program 

and in all 21 US engineer battalions were assigned to it, 
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Obviously, an engineer organization of such size had a tremen- 

dous construction capability}  consequently Engineer Command was 

assigned the largest share of the LOG Program,    US Army engineers 

were directed to construct almost 1800 kilometers of highway.    This 

responsibility was somewhat reduced when ARVN engineers agreed to 

participate in the program, and it was further lessened when, as a 

result of the phase-out of US forces,  the final 108 kilometers of 

Rngineer Command's highway task were transferred to lump sum contrac- 

tors.    Despite these reductions US Army engineers completed and 

turned over 1456 kilometers of roads constructed under the LOG 
7 

Program, 

Engineer Command's share also involved more than just basic 

highway construction,    Engineer soldiers built bridges throughout 

their area of responsibility and many of these were remarkably so- 

phisticated structures for troop construction.    Bridging in the 

Delta required driving steel or prestressed concrete piling to depths 

of up to 200 feet; many of these bridges also involved placement of 

:,he prestressed concrete bridge beams supplied by RMK-BRJ.    Engineer 

Command troops operated a large rock quarry at Vung Tau which was a 

prime supplier to the Delta Rock Agency as well as running many other 

quarries and asphalt plants all over Vietnam,    US engineer troops 

trained Vietnamese civilians for quarry operations and as equipment 

operators and drivers;  later they assisted in training ARVfJ engineer 

units to  take over the quarries and asphalt plants as the Vietnamese 

accepted responsibility for sections of the LOG Program, 
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The hlfrh-capaclty civilian construction equipment purchased by 

MCA funds was turned over to units in the 18th and 20th Engineer 

Brigades.    The use of this hAO/LOG equipment materially enhanced the 

ability of these units to build and pave highways to civilian stand- 

ards.    Another -nethod used to increase the construction rate for 

roads in the Delta region was the use of lime stabilization.    By 

mixing lime with the fine silt and clay from roadside paddies the 

engineer» of the 20th Brigade were able to obtain a strong and stable 

highway fill which utilized the material at hand and minimized the 

requirement for crushed rock.     In short,  the important and varied 

contributions of Kn^ineer Command were felt throughout the LOG Program, 

After the massive entry of US forces into Vietnam,  the Army of 

the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) began to regain its vitality and ex- 

pand  in size.    With this progress ARVN engineer capability developed 

as well,  and although the ARVH engineers were faced with many critical 

combat support and construction missions they agreed in late I969 to 

undertake part of the LOG Program.    Their first commitment, assigned 

to three ARVN construction engineer battalions,  was for I65 kilo- 

meters on sectors of roads spread through the II,  III, and IV Corps 

areas.    As these ARVN battalions gained and exhibited expertise in 

highway constructjon work, and as more units became available, ARVN 

engineers extended their share in the program, 

ARVN units took over quarries and asphalt plants from US engi- 

neers as responsibilities shifted and as the US presence decreased, 
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The US troop draw-down made much of the MAC/LOC equipment available 

to ARV!1! units in 1971 and thereby par.sed on the enhanced capability 

for high quality road building. By 1972 the ARVN had the equivalent 

of nine battalions committed to LOG restoration and had accepted 

responsibility for 67I kilometers of the total program, 

OTHEg FKSB WORLD TORCES 

In 1^70 and 1971 other Tree world military forces contributed 

to the LOG Program although their efforts were minor compared to the 

other construction agencies. Australian engineers, operating out 

of their base camp near Vung Tau, worked on the upgrading of 60 

kilometers of the highways between Vung Tau and the towns of Bear 

Gat and Xuan Loc.  Most of this effort consisted of subgrade repair 

and emplacement of base rock so that RMK-BRJ or ARVN elements could 

complete the road by paving, but the MAGV summary of the LOG Program 

oes credit the Australians with twelve kilometers of finished 

9 
highway, 

A special detachment of engineers from the Republic of Korea 

Army was made available to the LOG Program in 1970, These ROK troops 

assisted RMK-BRJ in constructing the North Gapital Bypass around 

„ .   10 
Saigon. 

LUMP SUM C0NTRAGT0RS 

In mid-1971 a plan was proposed to facilitate the withdrawal 

of US engineer forces committed to the LOC Program,    This plan en- 

visioned turning over approximately 100 kilometers of highway in the 
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gressine; satisfactorily, hut the otner, KNB, is far behind schedule 

13 
because his work has been virtually stopped by enemy action, 

RECAPITULATION 

The number of different agencies involved was one of the truly 

unusual aspects of the LOG Program, The managership of the MAGDC 

LOG Division allowed these diverse agencies to work together ef- 

fectively. There were numerous instances where one agency would 

pave over a base prepared by another. The sharing of output from 

quarries and asphalt plants was a common ptactice in many locations, 
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Delta to construction by a local contractor. Not only would this 

free US troops, it would also aid in developing a road construction 

11 
capability in the civilian sector of the Vietnamese economy. 

The initial lump sum contract was for nine kilometers of very 

badly deteriorated highway just north of Binh Thuy.  The contract- 

award for just over £1.6 million was made to a Vietnamese firm, 

CIDEC, The required completion date was April 1Q7^ but the contrac- 

tor finished his job fifteen months ahead of schedule. The OIGG 

report discussing this performance states, "[GIDiilC showed] excep- 

tional capability to keep the work organised and moving despite the 

problems encountered," This contract was considered an unqualified 

12 
success. 

Two more lump sum contracts were awarded for highway construc- 

tion, one in March 1Q72 for 56 kilometers and another in June J.9?2 

for ^3 kilometers.  These went to Korean firms using Vietnamese 

subcontractors and labor. One of the contractors, KYONG, is pro- 
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The initial nfforts? on LOG's were made almost exclusively by US 

afrencie;:.;     the CPAF contractor,  the SEABEES, and the Army engineers. 

As the program progressed ARVN engineers assumed a vei-y significant 

share,  and a substantial Vietnamese contract capability was also 

demonstrated.    This Vietnamese participation,  under continuin;': USAID 

funding support,   is what must be counted upon to complete the re- 

maining portions of the program and to maintain the finished system. 
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CHAFFER V 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE IDC PROGRAM 

The Lines of Comunication Program in Vietnam is not yet con- 

cluded,    A total of 536 kilometers of highway construction are 

categorized as deferred and are not funded at this time.     ARVN 

engineer units still must finish a substantial portion of their as- 

signed roads, and the Korean lump sum contractors are almost two 

years away from completing their part.    However,  very real accom- 

plishments have been achieved and tney should be recognized, 

THE HIGHWAYS GOHPLBTED 

The most obvious achievement of the LOG Program is the amount 

of modern,  paved highways that have been constructed in Vietnam, 

This road system stretches almost the entire length of the country 

and, except for the unfinished sections in the Delta,  provides re- 

liable,  rapid surface routes to all of the major population centers. 

Approximately 3000 kilometers of highway have been completed at a 

funded cost of  ^55.9 million.      The heavy fighting since  the mas- 

sive offensive by the North Vietnamese in the spring of 1972 has 

undoubtedly caused some damage to portions of the highway system, 

particularly to the northern stretches of QL-1 nearest the demili- 

tarized zone and to QL-13 near An Loc.    But most of the roads have 

certainly survived virtually intact.    Because the ARVN units are 

much more dependent on road transportation than the US units in 

Vietnam were,   the recently finished highway network must have taken 
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on increased importance as AKHl forces moved to oppose the North 

Vietnamese. 

In addition to the military importance of tnese roads the nation 

buildinp value has been evident.    Refugee resettlement villages have 

sprung up in many locations along the new highways.    After the paving 

is done the level of commerce visibly increases in the communities 

which the routes pasr. through, and the expanded volume of civilian 

truck traffic between all the major cities attests to the economic 

benefits of improved roads. 

DEVKLOPMar: OF viemKäss GAPABILITIK] 

One of the most Important results of the LOG Program is the 

growth of an indigenous construction capability in Vietnam,    The 

ARVN engineer units in the program have demonstrated very real 

professional competence as road builders, and their abilities have 

been reinforced by the receipt of the MAC/LOG equipment turned over 

to them as the US units went home.    Quarries which will support 

highway and other permanent construction have been established and 

are being operated by ARVN units and Vietnamese civilians.    Moreover, 

the skills of the thousands of Vietnamese trained by RMK-3RJ as con- 

struction workers,  equipment operators,  and mechanic.« will be ex- 

tremely valuable to the economy necessary in a developing nation. 

The lump sum contracting for roads in the Delta clearly iden- 

tified one highly capable Vietnamese contractor.    The Korean firms, 

through their indigenous subcontractors,  hold out the hope of pro- 

noting more expertise in this type of business in Vietnam.    Such 
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entrepreneurs and managers are as vital to the successful growth of 

the economy as are the hasic personal construction skills.    Nonethe- 

less,   in 1972 MACV estimated that Vietnam would require at least 

five years to build up an adequate local highway construction 

2 
industry. 

CUY-LIMB S i'ABTLIZATION 

Discovery of the process of clay-lime stabilization certainly 

cannot be credited to the LOG Program,    It was known for many years 

before the US involvement in Vietnam and,  under fairly specialized 

conditions,  had been used by road builders in many parts of the 

worla.    But the critical shortage of rock and other suitable fill 

material in the Delta region of Vietnam made the clay-lime process 

invaluaMe for that area.    The ability to use the roadside paddy 

clay to build a strong and durable subgrade made possible more rapid 

construction progress and allowed the crushed rock,  which had to be 

barged in at considerable expense,  to be used onlv for the final 

base course and paving. 

As is true of almost all other horizontal construction in Viet- 

nam,  clay-lime stabilization cannot be done during the monsoon season. 

As soon as the rains stop, however, roadside paddies can be diked 

off and pumped out.    As the clay dries controlled amounts of lime 

and moisture are added  to It and this mixture is placed on the road 

bed in carefully compacted lifts until the desired height of the 

subgrade is reached.    A properly controllel and compacted clay-lime 

mixture provides a strorvr construction fill that is virtually in- 
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pervious to water penetration, a characterifstic of particular im- 

portance to Delta construction. 

"'his stabilization process was successfully demonstrated and 

used by battalions of the 3^th Engineer Group on QL-4 south of Vinh 

Lon/r,    It was later used by both ARVN ervrineers and the lump sum 

contractors in their sections of the Delta,    The knowledge of and 

experience with this process could be of significant worth to US 

Army engineers if in the future they are faced with road building 

requirements under similar conditions.    It will doubtless prove of 

great value to the Vietnamese if the coming of peace allows contin- 

ued development of their Delta provinces, 

USE OP CIVILIAN cnNSTRnrrnoN BQUIPMSNT 

The -nurchase of civilian equipment for the LOG Program was a 

most successful venture.    The US Army engineer units that received 

this equipment showed a marked increase in their construction capa- 

bility.    Perhaps the most important specific items acquired through 

the MAC/LOG buy were the twelve cubic yard dump trucks for over-the- 

roads haul and the 250 ton per hour crushers for increasing rock 
3 

quarr,' output.      However,   tne equipment buy included other pieces 

to obtain a balanced capability.    Heavy duty dozers,  dump trucks, 

loaders, compressors, and rock drills were purchased to  support the 

expanded production capacity of the large rock crushers,    Hi/rh-speed 

segmented compactors,  water distributors, and pavers provided the 

neans to capitalize on the greater faul potential of the dump trucks. 
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The demonstrated success of this experiment was verified by a 

second buy of MAC/LOG equipment in Fiscal Year 1971,   principally 

more twelve cubic yard dump trucks.    As a result of the experience 

gained  in Vietnam,  which illustrated the improved effectiveness of- 

fered by the use of such equipment,   there is now a program in bein/r 

for the purchase of specified items or off-the-shelf civilian 

equipment for HS Army construction battalions.    Any future troop 

construction projects vrhich approach the magnitude of the LOG Pro- 

gram will almost certainly benefit from this experience.    Very early 

in the course of a major prorram special equipment purchases will 

probably be made to increase the capabilities of the constructing 

units,   to speed the completion of the project, and to reduce the 

total costs. 

The MAG/LOG equipment is still being put to good use,    AKVN 

construction engineers have been decidedly strengthened by receiving 

these  items as the US   mits phased out of Vietnam,    Although this 

material  has been used hard and will reouire increar.incr maintenance, 

it should provide a very substantial boost fo highway construction 

for several  years, 

UNCERTAINTIES FOR DGOH 

The outcome of one of the necessary facets of the LOG Program 

is still veiy Buch in question.     Through the establishment of CENGOM 

real progress was made in coordinating US efforts with long range 

Vietnamese needs for a road  network.     Priorities for construction 

were reviewed and determined.     Modem basic standards for highways 
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and bridges,  usin/r the guidelines published by the American Associa- 

tion of State Highway Officials (AASHO),  were adapted for use in 

Vietnam,      These AASHO standards assured durable,  up-to-date roads 

and should proviso a valid basis for future construetion in Vietnam, 

US military and civilian advisors were assigned to the headquar- 

ters and regional offices of the Vietnamese Director General o^ 

Highways,    Working through  these advisors, the MACDG LOG Division 

enabled the DT.OH to run final inspections on completed sections of 

highway and  to accept them from the constructing agencies.    Capable 

V^etnanese civilian engineers were identified within the DGOH,    As 
■■ 

the US forces and the RMK-BRJ organization left Vietnam many major 

items of equipment inr maintenance of the highway system wer« made 

available to DGOri,    But efficient, use of this equipment will neces- 

sitate an increased and technically skilled vrork ""orce. 

In a study dated September 1968,  MACDC emphasized  that the 

successful transition of DGOH into an effecMve highway construction 

and maintenance organization after the US presence was gone would 

demand massive reform of GVN procedures and policies.      As the US 

forces were rapidly phasing out in 1972 KAGDC was still extremely 

concerned about this matter.    Although DGOH had built up to a 

strength of 6,000 employees,   it will require a continued expansion 

to 10,000 personnel by 1975 if the VlRtnanese are successfully to 

maintain and use the equipment and facilities turned over to them. 

Without the application of a sufficient work force the road net will 

inevitably call for more and more major repairs.    MACDC was doubt- 

ful that GVN requirements  for military manpower and funding would 
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permit the needed augmentation of the DGOH's capabilities. 

US ENGINEEH EXPERTISE 

Tn a discussion which deals with the striking facts of kiio- 

metera completed and dollars spent it is easy to overlook one of the 

fundamental benefits of the TOG Program.    The quarry operations, 

earth moving,  paving,  pile driving,  and bridge building that were 

integral parts of constructing the RVN highway system have given 

first-hand knowledge to an entire veneration of US Army officers 

and NGO's.     It has developed job managment skills and technical pro- 

ficiency which are spread throughout the Corps of Engineers,     The 

passage of time will gradually erode the depth of this enhanced pro- 

fessional Competence,   because peacetime activities seldom allow 

military engineers to practice their construction skills on a broad 

enough basis to maintain the polish of practical experience.    However, 

the residual expertise gained from the hands-on environment of the 

LOG Program in Vietnam will stand the Army engineers in good stead 

should another prime construction requirement arise within the next 

decade. 
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CHAPrER V 

FOOTNOTES 

1. (Initials unknown) Ghoate,  CFP,  "MACDC-LOC Briefing for 
BG Johnson" (briefiac presented at Hq,  MACV,  12 March 1972),  Pt.  II, 
pp.   1-2. 

2. H.  D.  Rhodes, COL,   "Briefing for DEPGOMUSMACV"  (inclosure 
1  to letter,  COL Rhodes to HAJ  Smith),  Pt,   I,  p.   11. 

3. "TiOG,"    The Engineer,  Spring 1971,  p.  20. 

4. OGE Program Wrap-Dp,   pp.   2-3. 

5. US Military Assir.iance Command,  Vietnam,  The Vietnamese 
National Highway Service,  pp.   1-2. 

6. Rhodes.   "Briefing for DEPGOHUSMAGV," Pt.   I,   pp.  ?-8j  Pt. 
IT,   pp    7-8,   11-12. 
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CHAPTER VI 

A PREMATURE PERSPECTIVE 

As this paper is written US military forces are completing 

their withdrawal from Vietnam,     For almost all professional officers 

f'including the author) the American experience in Southeast Asia 

haf3 been very personal and qu:te rocentj  it is difficult therefore 

to make a truly objective assessment of any aspect of our work there. 

However,   the following observations on the LOG Program can be made. 

Improved control was evident when the KACDC LOG Division as- 

sumed full responsibility for the entire LOG Program.    The most 

jbvious criticism of the management of this program is that if this 

single responsibility had been clearly designated sooner,  the coor- 

dination and effectiveness of the initial road construction efforts 

undoubtedly would have been improved.    However, an earlier decision 

to accomplish this consolidation of responsibility implier. an ear- 

lier recognition of the full extent of the US commitment in Vietnam. 

The US experience indicates that,   even at the highest levels,   the 

depth of our involvement was recognized very late in the build-upj 

consequently it is unfair to indict the early management of the LOG 

Program for a similar failure.    Nonetheless,  as a lesson learned, 

any future major construction undertaking should be examined with 

an eye toward the potential intermingling of many different agencies 

and budget categories.    If such an analysis indicates single manage- 

ment,   the more rapidly it is established the more effective the 

progress on the undertaking will be.    The benefits of this control 
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would be felt in mors orderly planning,  funding, and work accom- 

plishment, 

The performance of the Saigon OIGC in facilitating the build- 

up of a contractor capability and in providing design support for 

the LOC Program (as well as many other construction projects) clearly 

illustrates the value of designs tin1?; specific Department of Defense 

construction agents for the various worldwide areas of potential 

US commitment      Without this predetermined responsibility the con- 

struction effort in Vietnam would have been even more difficult. 

The Lines of Communication Program \n Vietnam was a gigantic 

endeavor,  involvins- expenditures of funds approaching one half 

billion dollars.    It required a massive mobilization of US civilian 

and military construction forces and it affected, both directly 

and indirectly,   the lives of a substantial proportion of the Viet- 

namese population. 

From the standpoint of the Republic of Vietnam a number of the 

LOC Program's accomplishments are very real indeed.    An improved 

highway network has not only helped the economy but enhanced the 

ability of the ARVK to oppose the recent North Vietnamese offensive. 

The long term effectiveness of the LOC Program will in large measure 

depend on whether the Government of Vietnam can maintain and fur- 

ther develop the highway system.    The military pressures of the 

North Vietnamese and the abrupt final withdrawal of US military 

forces following the ceasefire most certainly have had an adverse 

effect on this maintenance capability.    The government currently 

is faced with the difficult problem of fielding sufficient mili- 
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tary strength to assure its survival and, at the same time, allovr- 

intr; enough manpower and resources to flow into the civilian side 

of the economy so that Vietnam can exist and grow as a nation. At 

this point in tine, success in this hazardous venture can be hoped 

for but predicting final results would be premature—and obviously 

the true value of the LOG Program very greatly hinges on whether 

or not Vietnam survives as a viable nation. 
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